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ABSTRACT
The Final Report considers the №  855/Rl/RB Research Contract 
work conducted at the Institute from 1970 to 1972. The work can be grouped* 
in five main directions each dealt with in a separate section of this re­
port. The fundamental background to the statistical investigations is cov­
ered by the two first sections, which discuss respectively developments in 
electronics and a special problem of the general theory of random proces­
ses. The third and fourth sections are devoted to two aspects of power 
reactor noise studies? firstly the theoretical treatment of special noise 
sources, and secondly, the experimental investigations on power reactor 
noise. The fifth section turns to a domain closely related to solid-state 
physics, that of correlation-type neutron spectroscopy.
РЕЗЮМЕ
В препринте обобщаются результаты исследований, пооведенных в 
институте в 1970-1972 г . г .  по контракту исследовательских работ № 8 5 5 /FJ/ 
RB . Работа состоит из 5 глав, в каждой из которых рассматривается от­
дельная область исследований. В первых двух главах в общих чертах изла­
гается основа стохастических исследований сигналов, т . е .  говорится об 
усовершенстваваниях, проведенных в области электронных приборов, а так­
же об одной специальной проблеме общей теории случайных процессов. В 
3-ей и 4-ой главах говорится о двух направлениях исследования шума энер­
гетических реакторов: первое направление -  теоретическое исследование 
специальных источников шума, второе -  экспериментальное исследование шума 
энергетических реакторов. В пятой главе обсуждаются вопросы корреляцион­
ной нейтронной спектроскопии, тесно связанной с исследованиями в области 
физики твердого тела.
KIVONAT
A záró-report összegezi az intézetben 1970 és 1972 között folyta­
tott, a 855/Rl/RB kutatási szerződés alapján véglzett kutatásokat. A munka 
öt fő területre osztható: a reportban mindegyikkel külön fejezet foglalko­
zik. Az első két fejezet a sztochasztikus jelvizsgálatok általános alapjait 
nevezetesen az elektronikus készülékek terén végrehajtott fejlesztéseket, 
illetve a véletlen folyamatok általános elméletének egy speciális problé­
máját tárgyalja. A harmadik és negyedik fejezet teljéstimény-reaktorok zaj­
vizsgálatainak két aspektusával foglalkozik, amelyek közül az első speciá­
lis zajforrások elméleti, a második pedig teljesitmény-reaktorok zajának 
kísérleti vizsgálata. Az ötödik fejezet a korrelációs neutron-spektrosz­
kópiát, a szilárdtestfizikai kutatásokhoz szorosan kapcsolódó területet 
tárgyalja.
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1. STATISTICAL INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUE
EDITED BY P, PELLIONISZ *
ABSTRACT
A short summary is given of the recent improvements in statistical 
instrumentation achieved at the Institute by researchers engaged in work 
under I.A.E.A. 855/R1/RB Research Contract.
The correlators used in the measurement of stochastic siqnals 
consist of a conventional multichannel analyzer combined with special plug-in 
units. Refinements of correlation technique as well as additional instrumenta­
tion /high-sensitivity ammeters, signal conditioner/ are also discussed.
1.1 Correlation instrumentation
1.1.1 Correlator KORALL-A
The initial step required in work at the Institute in the field 
of correlation measuring methods was the development of the basic correla­
tion instrumentation. For measurements of stochastic signals we had a multi­
channel analyzer at our disposal, the NTA 512 Model developed and produced 
in the Institute. It was decided that the most effective way of developing 
the necessary special instrumentation was to use the multichannel analyzer 
as a basic instrument in combination with relatively simple, special plug-in 
units.
The first correlator, which was produced for measurements with 
pseudo-random chopping in the neutron spectroscopy /see 5.1/, was the 
KORALL-A equipment. This instrument is a specialized digital correlator [l.l] ,
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2[i.2] for measuring the pulse-response function of linear systems with the 
aid of a pseudo-random modulation /Fig. 1.1/.
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Fig. 1.1
Measurement of the pulse-response 
function of a system on the correla­
tion principle using the KOFALL-A 
digital correlator
The p.r. modulation sequence 
is generated by a built-in binary 
pseudo-random generator /n=8, N=255/. 
The periodic modulation produces a 
periodic response in the form of 
frequency-modulated pulse series at 
the output of the system to be in­
vestigated. This response is stored in 
the first half of the 512-channel 
ferrite core memory of the analyzer. 
Shift pulses from the pseudo-random 
generator also shift the address 
register of the memory, so that the 
time-channel width is equal to the 
time interval between subsequent pulses 
of the clock generator. When the number 
of counts in any channel attains a 
present value, the correlator stops 
the measurement and initiates the 
computing period. During this period 
the cross-correlation function of
modulation and response /i.e. the«
pulse-response function of the tested
system/ is calculated and stored in the form of 255 discrete ordinate values 
in the second half of the memory. Data from any sector of the memory can be 
displayed on a c.r.t. screen, punched or printed on paper tape, etc. During 
the computation period data in the first sector remain unchanged, so that 
any measurement can be continued making use of the previously accumulated 
data.
Detailed specifications of the equipment are given in Appendix 1.4.1.
1.1.2 Correlator_KORALL-B
The second step in the instrumentation programme was the development 
of the general-purpose KORALL-B correlator [1.2] . This is a polarity correlator 
which permits the determination of auto- and cross-correlation functions of 
stochastic signals. It is again a combination of the NTA-512 analyzer and a 
special plug-in unit /Fig. 1.2/ operating on the following principle.
3A clock signal
generator causes the address 
register to overflow. The 
overflow signal drives the 
sampling /and polarity 
comparator/ units to send 
quantized /1-bit/ informa­
tion about the instantaneous 
values of the input signals 
received from the two signal 
sources into the first ele­
ment of the shift register 
and into the buffer register 
respectively. A new sampling 
always clears the first 
element of the shift register; 
the new information bit is 
written in its place and the
whole content of the register is shifted by one step. Thus, the shift register 
always contains the last N bits of information from one of the measuring 
channels, in sequence of arrival.
Fig. 1,2
Block diagram of the KORALL-B correlator
The products needed for computation of the correlation function are 
produced as follows. With the aid of the address register the clock generator 
successively reads the values stored in the shift register, and these bits 
are multiplied by the bits stored in the buffer register in the sequence they 
are read out. The product, the polarity bit, is sent by the address register 
and memory control circuits to the operative memory for addition on the bits 
already stored at the selected address.
It can be seen that in the channels of the ferrite core memory the 
points of the polarity correlation function for N shifts in time are generated 
in the corresponding channels of the memory simultaneously with the meas­
urement. At the present stage of development the values are not normalized by 
the correlator.
If auxiliary signals are required /e.g. in the case of a non-Gaussian 
signal distribution/ built-in quasi-random generators are available. These 
generators are feedback circuits producing of negligible internal correlation.
The data stored in the equipment are displayed visually on the 
oscilloscope screen of the analyzer. Other output devices, such as printers, 
may also be connected to the analyzer.
Detailed specifications of the apparatus are given in Appendix 1.4.2.
41.1.3 Refinements_in_correlation_instrumentatign
In the course of the experimental investigations with the two 
correlators work was also devoted to the methodological problems of correla­
tion measurements as well as with refinements in the construction of the 
correlators.
Among the methodological problems one of the most important is the 
dispersion of the short-term correlation functions. We examined how the error of 
the correlation function due to a finite measurement time is influenced by 
measuring time, sampling frequency, sampling size, etc. The error can be 
defined as
/ 1. 1/
where
°xy (T',T)
Фху (T,*T) 
ФХу ( 0
is the standard deviation of the correlation function 
measured for time T at a delay value of т
is the correlation function measured for time T
is the correlation function measured for time T=°°.
The value of for the polarity correlator, in the case of
Gaussian signals and infinite sampling rate, is given by
axyCT;T) = Í 1 Pxx<T) Pyy(T) dT ' 11,21
о
where
рхх(т) is the polarity auto-correlation function of the function x 
РууСО is the polarity auto-correlation function of the function y.
The polarity correlation function P can be related to the general 
correlation function Ф as
Pxx = ¥ arcsin фхх
P = — arcsin ф„„ УУ it УУ
/1.3/
/1.4/
5It can be seen that the standard deviation is ^ times higher when using the 
polarity correlation method.
The auto-correlation function taken as a reference in the standard 
deviation measurements is shown in Fig. 1.3. Three sets of measurements were 
accomplished, each set representing an average obtained from 30 runs.
Fig, 1. 3
Pxx(?) experimental auto-aorvelation function of 
narrow-band noise
Fig. 1.4
Standard deviation of correlation measurements on 
narrow-band noise for f^=const
The first set /Fig.1.4/ 
shows the influence of the 
measuring time on the 
standard deviation error. 
Here the sampling frequency 
was kept at a constant value 
The measured curve confirms 
the theoretical expectations 
it obeys a quadratic rule.
The second set of 
measurements /Fig. 1.5/ 
follows the error of the 
auto-correlation function 
Pxx versus sampling fre­
quency. Here the measuring 
time was kept at a constant 
value. It can be seen from 
the curve that above the 
Nyquist frequency the meas­
uring accuracy cannot be 
inproved further. Below 
this point, increasing 
sampling frequency leads 
to higher accuracy, because 
sampling size is also in­
creased .
The third set of meas­
urements /Fig. 1.6/ gives 
the error of the auto- 
-correlation function Pxx 
versus sampling frequency, 
for constant sampling size 
/number of samples/. It 
can be seen that at the 
unnecessary high sampling 
frequencies the accuracy
- 6
Fig. 1.Ь
Standard deviation of correlation 
measurements on a narrow-band noise
f°r Tmeae=oonet
Fig. 1.6
Standard deviation of correlation 
measurements on a narrow-band noise 
for N=const
of the measurements improves with 
decreasing sampling frequency. Below 
the Nyquist — frequency, however, this 
effect is offset by a loss of infor­
mation.
As for the technical refine­
ments, a modified input circuitry has 
been developed for the KORALL-B 
correlator after investigation of zero 
instability effects, and some of the 
functions have been perfected, etc.
For the special KORALL-A correlator 
used in neutron spectroscopy, a new 
computation unit has been developed 
which allows certain special functions 
to be executed /see 5.3.2/ [l. 3] .
1.2 Additional instrumentation
1.2.1 DC_current_meters_of_high_seu- 
sitivity_for_noise_measurements
A necessary and important part 
of activities was devoted to the 
development of the NV-252 Picoammeter 
and NV-253 Femtoammeter units [1.4].
For detailed specifications of the 
Picoammeter see Appendix 1.4.3.
A current meter of high 
stability and sensitivity is needed 
for the determination of the reactor 
noise manifested in the fluctuation 
in the output current of an ioniza­
tion chamber. The current meters,
which operate on the principle of
— IS “3current feedback, cover 10 to 10 A 
in many ranges. Zero drift of the 
meters is negligible owing to the high 
stability in time /1%/ 12h/. The leakage 
current is likewise very low, thus its 
noise can be ignored. Since a MOS FET 
input transistor is used, the low- 
-frequency fluctuation of the offset 
voltage can be appreciable because of 
the 1/f relation. The contributions
7from offset voltage noise to the output noise grows with increasing input 
capacitance. The transfer function for the offset noise is expressed by
W P 1
Unoise^^
A(p)
1 + A(p) У Р )Zg(p) + Zf(p)
/1.5/
where p is the Laplacian operator, and A(p), zg (P) and Zf(P) stand 
for the Laplacians of the gain, input impedance and feedback impedance, 
respectively. The input impedance of the detector and the cable is primarily 
capacitive, while the feedback impedance is a parallel RC network. 
Substituting
and
Zf 1 + pRf Cf
/1 .6/
/1-7/
into /1.5/, it can be seen that even at relatively low frequencies Cg 
causes a considerable rise in the output noise level.
The importance of the input 
impedance is illustrated in Fig.1.7, 
which gives the amplification factors 
of the input offset voltage noise in 
different ranges. In technological 
reactor noise measurements the fre­
quency band of 0-10 Hz is of primary 
interest.
1.2.2 Four2channel_signal_conditioner
The measurement of stochastic 
signals puts great importance on the 
conventional measuring electronics 
placed between the data source /e.g. 
a noisy system/ and the data-processing
equipment /e.g. a correlator/. If the frequency spectrum of the signal to be 
analyzed has components of higher frequency than that allowed by the maximum 
sampling frequency of the correlator, low-pass filters must be used. Génerally, 
the output signal of the data source must be amplified or attenuated, and in 
many cases the base-line level must be modified also.
Amplification of the offset voltage 
noise components
8In order to facilitate this sort of data-handling, a four-channel 
signal conditioner has recently been developed. Each channel has a DC-amplifier 
with variable gain, a low-pass filter of variable bandwidth, and base-line 
shift possibility. This device greatly expedites use of the Telefunken MAS 54 
four-channel magnetic tape recorder, delivered by the I.A.E.A. for noise meas­
urements .
Some of the most important parameters of the equipment are:
Gain : 10; 20; 50; 100; 200; 500; 1000;
Upper frequency limit ; 10; 20; О1Л 100; 200; 500; 1000; 2000 Hz
Base-line shift : +10 V . -10 V
Input noise max. : 20 yVe£f
Stability : 4 yV/°C; 4 yV/10 hours
1.3 References
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9APPENDIX 1,4.1
MAIN SPECIFICATIONS OF THE KORALL-A CORRELATOR
The apparatus consists of
a KFKI NTA-512 MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER, and 
a KFKI NE-283 CORRELATOR plug-in unit.
System features - built-in binary pseudo-random generator /255 steps/
- correlogram between input and output signals of the 
system to be tested /255 channels/
- ferrite core memory /512x16 bits/
Modes of operation - Measurement: registration of the system's response
- Data processing: correlogram evaluation
Time channels - number of channels: 2x255
- channel width: n-10m usee
for n = 2; 5; and m = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8.
- same channel width for response recording and 
correlogram
Preset facilities for 
channel contents in
Measurement mode 2®; 2^°; pulses
Input data - pulses of -б V amplitude accepted
- maximum counting frequency: 1 MHz
Correlogram
evaluation - follows Measurement mode, either manual or automatic
start
- computation time: max. 2 sec.
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APPENDIX 1.Ц.2
MAIN SPECIFICATIONS OF THE KORALL-B CORRELATOR
The apparatus consists of
a KFKI NTA-512 MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER, and 
a KFKI NE-299 CORRELATOR plug-in unit.
System features real time
polarity correlation 
ferrite core memory
Modes of operation Auto - XX
Cross - XY 
Auto - YY
AC or DC in each mode
Delay
Number of elementary 
delay intervals /п/ 32 64 128 256 512 1024
Min.duration of the 
elementary delay 
interval /Ат/ [msec]
0.64 1.28 2.56 5.12 10.24 20.48
Min. total delay 
/п-Дт/ [msec] 21 84 330 1310 5250 21000
Oscilloscope sensi­
tivity for delay 
time [msec/cm]
33 33 33 131 525 2100
Memory
Capacity : 2^8/channel
Limit of the channel content
displayed on the internal oscilloscope : 28, 210, 212, 214, 216
Preset facilities for the 
contents
channel
: 28, 2101 212, 214, 216
11
Display and read-out of channel contents
built-in cathode-ray tube
numerical indicator tubes
perforator
printer
X-Y plotter
Input data /for X and Y channels/
Input impedance 
Input signal
: 2 5 kOhm
: 0.4 V p-p...40 V p-p
Internal compensation
voltage in DC operation s max. - 12 V
Input D.C. voltage in AC operation : max. 150 V
Frequency-band in DC operation : О - 1 kc/s
Frequency-band in AC operation : 0.1 c/s - 1 kc/s
Auxiliary signals /for Hx and Hy channels/ 
EXT; H1(- H2
ra^be added to input signals.
EXT - any external signal of max. 10 V p-p
- from a built-in pseudo-random generator producting 31 equidistant 
/320 mV/ voltage levels with a total sequence-length of 1023 
H2 - from a built-in pseudo-random generator /statistically independent 
of Hx/ producing 31 equidistant /320 mV/ voltage levels with a 
total sequence-length of 2047.
12
APPENDIX 1.4.3
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE NV-252 LIN -LO G  PICOAMMETER
Linear Channel:
-3 -12Current ranges : 10 A to 10 A in decadic ranges
Zero stability s max. l%/8 hours
Ttemperature stability : max. 0.4%/°C
Current polarity : positive or negative
Accuracy : ± 2% / Ю -3 A to 10~10 А/
± 2.5% /10"11 A/
± 5% /10-12 a /
Offset current s max. 10“13 д
Logarithmic Channel:
Current polarity : positive
Input current : 10-Ю  A to 10“3 A /in one range/
Zero stability : 0.02 decade/°C
General:
Power s 220 V; 50-60 Hz
Weight : 9 kg
Operating temperature range : + 10°C ........... + 40°C.
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2. NON-PARAMETRICAL DETECTION METHODS
E D I T E D  BY G, KOZMANN AND F , SZLÁVI К 
ABSTRACT
Some fundamental problems in the monitoring o f .noisy systems 
that were tackled within the scope of I.A.E.A. Research Contract No. 
855/R1/RB are discussed. A review is presented of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
method, which has proved an effective tool for the fast detection of 
certain changes in stochastic processes. The consistency of Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov decisions is considered in detail.
For technical implementation of the method the effect of the 
quantization error also needs to be taken into account. An approach to 
this problem is described and information is given on the construction 
and functioning of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov detector based on a TPA small 
computer.
2.1 Introduction
In work with potentially dangerous and/or costly systems reliable 
and safe operation is obviously a prime objective. On the other hand, the 
monitoring of the momentary state of such systems is becoming an increas­
ingly complicated task as a result of the continual sophistication they 
undergo and the growing number of parameters and intervention possibilities 
which this sophistication usually entails. Moreover, some parameters are 
not, in fact, directly measurable, while the measurement of others may 
require such laborious data evaluation as to exceed available computing 
facilities. At times, therefore, the amount of data-handling imposed by 
advances in instrumentation can be bewildering, and particularly so if the 
need is for speedy information in a form that is readily assimilated by a 
system operator. From this point of view "noise monitoring" is becoming 
increasingly important as a data-condensing strategy, because the noise of 
a system reflects, with greater or lesser weighting, the effects of all 
the system parameters. Thus the importance of the statistical properties
14
of a noise spectrum is that they can not only furnish concise information 
about the measurable parameters of the system, but they can also reveal 
the influence of factors which are either unmeasurable or, at present, 
not directly measurable.
A well-founded, concise "situation report" which can keep the operator 
currently aware of the state of the system makes it possible to utilize 
the computer which controls the system also for other tasks in time-shar­
ing operation.
Within the framework of I.A.E.A. Research Contract No. 855/R1/RB 
methods have been introduced and/or refined for analysing noises in the 
low-frequency /max. 1 kHz/ region, a range which seems to cover a number 
of problematical cases. More specifically, this work has been concerned 
with analysis of the pulse-height distribution of low-frequency noise and 
calculation of the correlation function or power density function. In part 
this has involved an investigation of means for detecting imminent changes 
in the states of noisy systems. The outcome has been that we are now in ' 
a position where we are able - provided a close correlation can be assumed 
to exist between the noise and the technical and physical parameters of a 
system - to diagnose when the state of the system is approximately that of 
a reference state. The crucial point here is obviously the assumption of a 
close correlation between the noise and the factors which influence the 
system, as acceptance of the technique clearly stands or falls on the 
question of whether this assumption is justified in practice by statistical 
measurements and theoretical calculations.
For diagnosis from pulse-height distributions the Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov method is applied. This section goes over the arguments prompting 
this choice as well as the principles of the method, and finally it 
discusses the chief problems met in its implementation, some of which were 
not considered in the earlier Progress Reports.
2.2 Fundamental problems of system diagnostics, arguments for choice of 
method
2.2.1 Efficiency
Observations that are costly in terms of time and money, as is 
frequently the case with biological, economic and also reactor diagnostic 
problems, need to be collected in a manner that permits optimum use of a 
minimum of data in the final analysis. Experimental arrangements should 
consequently be designed to enable one to use the most appropriate analyt­
ical methods.
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As major calculational problems may sometimes arise in the 
evaluation of results one is naturally led to consider the possibilities 
offered by the advent of computers.
2.2.2 Non3parametric_detectgr_vs_"optimum_detector " .
In most treatments of detection theory special emphasis is laid 
on the concept of the optimum detector which calls for an essentially 
complete statistical description of the input signals and noises. However, 
there may be reasons why other, non-optimum detectors ought also to be 
considered, e.g.
/i/ when a complete statistical description of the input 
phenomenon is not available at the time the detector must be developed?
/ii/ if the statistics of the input data set vary with time or 
from one application to another; or
/iii/ if the optimum detector is too complex for practical 
implementation.
It is hardly surprising, then, if in the statistical literature 
special attention has been paid to developing methods of compensating for 
non-optimality with a "distribution-free" character; that is, with methods 
whose validity is independent of the distribution of the variables.
It can be shown that distribution free criteria can be obtained 
only in terms of the ordering relations, between the sample elements £'2 . l] . 
This is the principle of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov detection method.
During the search for optimum properties or in the pursuit of 
general validity it must be kept in mind that the correctness or error of 
our conclusions concerning the reference populations depend exclusively 
upon the situation that exists in the sample, and not on the true "state 
of affairs" in the reference population /in the observed system/.
2.2.3 Goodness_of _f i t^consistency
Among the possible methods of statistical examination tests of 
goodness of fit are the most suitable for system diagnostic purposes. In 
these tests one has to decide whether a collection of n independent samples 
has or has not been taken from a set characterized by a given, often only 
empirically obtained, reference distribution function. It is obvious that
16
errors can be made in this type of examination but it is imperative that 
with an increasing number n of samples the error probability should tend
в
to zero; that is, the chosen method of examination must be consistent.
2.3 Basic properties of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests
Among the many distribution-free tests available for use in signal 
detection is a group of non-parametric statistics generally called the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. As statistics, these tests make use of various 
functional forms of the difference between two empirical distribution func­
tions or between an empirical and an "exact" distribution function.
Consider the problem of deciding whether two sets of samples, of
size n^ and n2, respectively, derive from the same underlying distribution.
Let X2 = and X2 = nl* г,2*’’Г|П2 be vectors representing the’
samples from populations F and G. The empirical distribution function for
the samples X. and X, by F (x) and G (x) can be defined as i i nl П2v
Fn (x ) = IT Í U (X " О  nl nl i—1 4 '
/ 2 . 1 /
(x ) = ÍT l u (x “ ni)n2 i=l
/ 2 . 2 /
where u(x) is the unit step function
A measure of the validity of the hypothesis, that vector samples 
X^ and X2 originate from the same underlying distribution, is some function 
of the difference between the empirical distribution functions Fn (x) and 
Gn (x), which we can call the distance function D, represented fey the 
expression
D - Gn2(X)]
where 'У represents some functional over the range of the variable x. The 
choice of the functional T  is determined by the particular application.
Several forms of the functional ”5- have been analyzed for their 
distribution under the zero hypothesis, in particular the point forms of 
the statistic
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D+ sup /2.3/
D sup F (x )
—°°<X<00 ± G (*)
/2.4/
For the comparison of empirical distribution functions, Smirnov 
has proved the following two theorems for the case Пд^ = = n :
Theorem Is If F(x) = G(x), then
i S  P I V ^  - Gn<->] ' y) -П^-°° у  — oo<x<°o
Theorem 2s If F(x) = G(x), then
lim P
П+»
”2y
Ш < F„(x) - Gn(x) II>1V Ч у )о
, if у >0 
, otherwise
/2.5/
if y>0 
otherwise
/ 2 . 6 /
Here К(У) = I (-1) 2 2к е- 2 к У
k=-°
For the comparison of empirical and exact distribution functions 
the theorems which hold for two different distances between the points are 
as follows. Theorem 3 /Smirnov/s
/2.7/
/ 2 . 8/
Another form of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is obtained through 
integration of the range of the variable rather than by using a point de­
termination. The distance function considered is the weighted mean square 
difference in empirical distribution functions. /This is the method 
proposed by Cramer and von Mises [2.2]./
The decision function R of a detector designed in accordance with 
equations [2.5], [2.6], [2.7] and [2.8] can be expressed as
lim PI /n sup F (x) - F(x) < у j =n-t-co \ —oo<x<°° i -I )
- e"2* , if У>0 
, otherwise
Theorem 4 /Kolmogorov/:
lim P ( /n sup
n-Koo V —
Fn (x) - F(X) < У =
,K(y) 
О
if y>0 
otherwise
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R =
О,
1,
if
if
у = D < D
у = D > D
Л — Г
/2.9/
where R = О implies the basic R = 1 the alternative hypothesis. The 
latter decision means, of course that there is a significant change in the 
distribution function of the system noise./
In the choice of the decision limit several further considera­
tions need to be made. Errors in testing compliance with a statistical 
hypothesis /say,H / may be of two types:
/i/ the hypothesis is wrongly rejected when it is true /false
alarm/
/11/ the hypotesis is wrongly accepted when it is false /false 
dismissal/
We may refer to these as errors of Type I and Type II, respectively. The 
probability of a Type I error is usually symbolized by a; the probability 
of a Type II error is, of course, a function of the alternative hypothesis 
/say H^/ and is usually symbolized by 8. The complementary probability 
1 - 8  known as the power of the test of the hypothesis HQ against the 
alternative hypothesis H^. /The specification of is obviously essen­
tial . /
It follows immediately from the above that the acceptance or 
rejection of the original hypothesis depends very critically on the 
alternatives against which it is tested. In the Kolmogorov-Smirnov method 
based on the two different types of distances between points, the values 
of a are
-2D,
a+ = e and
a = 1 - K(D)
if D+ and D are the values of the distance у associated with the 
corresponding decision limit.
Let us see how a is determined in the case of system monitoring. 
It is natural to suggest in the first place that a should be chosen to 
be as small as possible in line with some acceptable criterion. However, 
even when testing a simple HQ against a simple only two of the
quantities n, a and 8 can be fixed. If n is fixed, the Type I error 
probability a can generally be lowered only at the expense of raising the 
Type II error probability 8. If, on the other hand, the sample size is a 
matter of free choice, it can in most cases be ensured that n will be
large enough to reduce both a and ß to a reasonable level - though there 
is no "optimum" combination of a , ß and n applicable to any given prob­
lem.
In this connection, one of the essential requirements which has 
to be met by any test of a statistical hypothesis is the consistency of 
the method used /see 2.2.3/. We have found while studying the theory of 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov detectors that for a detector designed around a given 
a according to the criterion D > E> of [2.9] this consistency depends 
on H^. In practice the detector may be inconsistent in a particularly 
large percentage of cases if a is chosen too low.
A Kolmogorov-Smirnov detector working consistently in every case 
can be designed only after examining, by repeated measurements, the 
convergence on the entire D distribution function and not that on a single 
arbitrarily chosen Da level. This can be easily verified on inspection 
of the typical example depicted in Fig. 2.1, which shows how the D 
distribution corresponding to the assumption HQ deviates from that 
corresponding to assumption characterized by F^/х/ = Fq /x -xq/.
In the case presented, the limit D-^a^) is obviously less 
favourable than D2(a2> - even though ai < “2 ~ since with the former the 
effect of Нх is much less pronounced even if xq is very large.
Fig.2.1
Effect of the value of the decision 
limit on the probability distribu­
tion function with argument D < у 
for a simple shift in the variable x.
2.4 Effects of the quantization error
One problem of immediate practical importance arises from the 
fact that the construction of a set of "ordered" samples or "empirical 
distributions" corresponding to the original Kolmogorov-Smirnov equations 
assumes a quite precise knowledge of the probability variables. If in
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practice this condition cannot be met /which is often the case with 
digital machines/, the relationships will hold in a form departing from 
theoretical expectation.
The error attributable to quantization is illustrated in Fig.
2.2. If the quantization step Д is fairly large, more than one sample 
element may fall into some or all intervals of length Д. If this is so, 
it may happen that the actual distance between the functions F and G 
in a given interval will be longer than the distance measured at the 
bounds of the interval. /Of course, it is supposed that samples are rounded 
down or up for each Д interval. / This will evidently lead to a wrong 
decision if this has to be taken exactly at the point that apparently 
"reduces" the maximum distance between the functions.
---- rounded up
-.-. rounded down
/Both D and D. are smaller than Dx/up down
Dup ■ D i f  x values are 
г corrected,,upwards" 
■ í U i u / n  '■ D i f  x values are 
n corrected,downwardsП
Fig. 2.2
The quantization error in Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov detection
•A formula has been derived which permits the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
equations to be generalized to the case where the resolution of the 
quantization is limited. /We have shown that, on the statistical average, 
correct results are obtained if the detected values of the distance between 
Fn (x) and Gn (x) are multiplied by a correction factor jp, where m =
= m(F(x),A), which can be estimated most simply from trial measurements./
The results have been verified by measurements on random signals 
from a Briiel and Kjaer white noise generator with a set-up consisting of a 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov detector based on a TPA-lOOl small computer and a program 
elaborated specially for this particular type of evaluation Q2.4] .
The effect of the quantization error can be summarized from the
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above considerations as follows. The ideal Kolmogorov-Smirnov detector is 
non-parametric? that is, it yields results in the form of significances 
independent of the distribution F(x) which characterizes the null hypo­
thesis. On the other hand, detectors with quantization errors are not non- 
parametric. In the latter cases the actual value of a is sensitive to 
the nature of the measured distributions /though this dependence can be 
minimized by choosing n to be not too high and by utilizing high resolu­
tion A/D converters/. In order to reduce this negative effect it is 
advisable to set the gain of the data amplifier of the measuring set-up 
/see Fig. 2.3/ so that the input signals to the A/D converter cover as much 
as possible of the amplification range, while setting the variable resolu­
tion to the maximum value.
Fig. Z. 3
Lay-out of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
detector
2.5 Independence of sample elements
Special attention has to be paid to the choice of the sampling 
frequency, because the Kolmogorov-Smirnov equation only hold if the sample 
elements are statistically independent.
In the case of a band-limi_ed white noise the sampling frequency 
theoretically sufficient to ensure statistical independence of the sampled 
elements can be evaluated from a simple formula, for here non-correlation, 
and hence independence, can be guaranteed by adhering to the sampling 
prescription of SHANNON. In other cases the sampling frequency has to be 
reduced below the SHANNON frequency.
In our system the detector schedule was worked out so that 
preliminary to a measurement the computer performs a several-step test 
for independence of sampled elements in order to set the sampling frequency 
The principle of this is that the computer reduces by half the frequency 
of the sample signal supplied by a variable frequency signal generator 
whenever the test yields a negative result, and the procedure is continued 
until the sample elements show an adequately significant independence [2.5].
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In the test the computer compares the values of the N elements sampled at 
the given frequency, writing /+1/ if the measured value of x. is higher, 
/-1/ if it is lower, than the expected valuer [2.6]. The set of /+1/ and 
/-1/ elements so obtained is then broken up into "runs" of adjacent sample 
elements having the same sign /see Fig. 2.4/. If the sample elements are 
truly independent, the expected number of runs is
run .............. . run
Fig, 2.4
Example of an independence test оц 
computer
The square of the standard deviation is
о2 N (N - 2 ) 4 (N - 1 ) /2 .11/
For a prescribed significance, a lower and an upper limit on the number of 
runs can thus be determined once a and m are known.
The sampling frequency in the measuring phase is satisfactory if 
the number of runs obtained from the "run test" falls within the range 
defined by the calculated limits.
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3. THEORETICAL STUDIES OF POWER REACTOR NOISE
EDITED BY G. K O S Á LY*
ABSTRACT
In the present Section we investigate some problems of power 
reactor noise via a two point model of heat transfer and one point reactor 
theory.
In Chapter 3.1 the reactor response to inlet temperature fluc­
tuations has been studied. It is shown that a peak which was predicted 
in the literature does not exist. The sink structure of the transfer 
function is examined in detail.
In Chapter 3.2 the influence of inlet coolant temperature fluctua­
tions and random mechanical vibrations of a control rod on the power 
spectral density of neutronic fluctuations has been studied. Using a 
physically reasonable expression for the power spectral density of the 
vibrations of the control rod and some results obtained by Robinson [j3.7] 
for the inlet coolant temperature fluctuations, we are able to explain the 
interesting resonance like structure observed in experimental measurements 
of the power spectral density of the Oak Ridge Research Reactor /ORR/. We 
obtain estimates of the root mean square temperature fluctuations and also 
data connected with the vibration of the control rod.
In Chapter 3.3 the cross correlation function between coolant 
temperature fluctuations at two different axial positions is calculated.
The behaviour of the correlation function is explained for different values 
of the relevant parameters.
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INTRODUCTION
The current effort in reactor noise analysis is undoubtedly being 
directed towards a better understanding of noise sources in power reactors. 
This is certainly understandable, since, whilst zero power fluctuations yield 
interesting information about a reactor system, it is clear that if reactor 
noise is to have any real future in nuclear engineering it must lead to 
results of practical engineering value. Thus it must either be of aid in 
diagnosing existing faults or, better still, help predict these faults 
before they become serious. Recent reviews by Uhrig [3.Í] and Seifritz and 
Stegemann [3.2] give a very clear picture of the state of the art of noise 
analysis. From this review we can deduce that zero power problems are rather 
well understood and only mathematical difficulties remain. On the other hand 
the problem of noise analysis in power reactors is in its infancy due, 
mainly, to a lack of basic knowledge of the many noise mechanisms involved.
In this situation it is especially important to perform theoretical 
investigations parallel to experimental studies.
It is to be noted that theoretical work in the field of reactor 
noise has strong tradition in our Institute. In this context we refer to the 
works of L.Pál [З.з]] which are still one of the most frequently quoted papers 
in theoretical studies of zero-power reactor noise.
Following this tradition and prompted by the experimental work in 
recent years we started to study some problems of power reactor noise. In 
the present section we report on some of the results of the theoretical 
investigation.
3.1 Remarks on the transfer function relating inlet temperature fluctua­
tions to neutron noise f3.4]
Inlet temperature fluctuations as a possible source of neutron 
noise have been considered by several authors.
Boardman p3.5] and MJrsoyan [З.б] allege that certain peaks in 
their measured spectra can be identified as peaks of the transfer function 
relating temperature fluctuations at the inlet to neutron noise.
Robinson Сз*У] computed this transfer function for the actual case 
of the Oak Ridge Research Reactor. It is an interesting result of Robinson 
that in his computed spectra there are clearly visible sharp sinks at 
frequencies related to the inverse of the transfer time of the coolant 
through the core. While Robinson attacked the problem in a purely numerical
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way, in this chapter we intend to examine more rigorously the peak and sink 
structure of the transfer function in question.
We let '^ .(t,z) denote the fluctuation in the temperature of the 
coolant at a distance z from the inlet, and let l^(t,z) denote the 
fuel temperature.
Then using the axial dependent two-point model of heat transfer 
[3.5], [3.8] we write
3i?v(t,z) г -I
:f ---------- = -h (t,z) - i£(t,z) + p(t) Ф (z)
(t,z) г 1
:c — % ----  = - Cc V ---- Э¥-
/3.1.1/
where
Ф (z ) = cos [B (z-z0)] /3.1.2/
Z is the half length of the core and В is the axial buckling, о
Following Boardman [3.5] we take the Fourier transforms of Eqs. 
/3.1.1/. Denoting by l^f(o),z) and 1^ (0,z) the Fourier transforms of the 
fluctuations we have
(U,z) = K(w) |Vc (d),z ) + i p O )  Ф(г^ /3.1.3а/
-8 (ш )(z-z,)
'i^ ,(w,z') = e ^c C“ ,zi) +
z
, р(ь>) к (m) c-ß Cw)z Г eß(w)z' ф(у) dz, / 3.1. ЗЬ/
Cc zZ1
Here
а
f
af
K ( ( ü )  = + io> /3.1.4/
is the thermal capacity of fuel per unit length,
Cc is the thermal capacity of coolant per unit length, 
V is the coolant velocity,
h is the heat-transfer coefficient per unit length, 
<f>(z) is the axial flux shape, that is
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ß(“ ) - [l - КС«-)] + Í $ /3.1.5/
and
“f = jr~ > ac = stand for the characteristic frequencies of fuel and
coolanl, respectively /reciprocals of the time constants and т /.f  c
With the coolant flowing upwards, in Eqs. /3.1.3a, b/ one has 
z zg* Both z and are inside the core that is between z = 0 and
z = 2 z q . In the special case of z± = O, Eqs. /3.1.3а, b/ describe the 
propagation of inlet temperature fluctuations through the core.
3(w) is the complex frequency dependent spatial attenuation 
constant of the temperature fluctuations. Using Eqs. /3.1.4/, /3.1.5/ one 
has
ß(w) = Re(3(o>) + i Imß(w)
Reß(w ) 
Imß(o))
с
V
ш
V
+ а,
1 + £fС, а£ + ш
In Eq. /3.1.3b/ the first term discribes the direct propagation of 
the temperature sicnal through the axial distance z - z^ . The second term 
represents the effect of power fluctuations.
According to point reactor theory the fluctuation in power respond­
ing to a known small reactivity fluctuation is given by the equation [b.2\
P(w ) = I'0 G0 (íd) Др(ш) /3.1.7/
Here PQ stands for the power level of the reactor, Gq (ü)) is the 
zero-power reactivity transfer function and Др(ш) is the fluctuation of 
reactivity in the frequency domain.
Using Eqs. /3.1.7/ and /3.1.3a, b/ and relating the reactivity 
fluctuation to the axial average of the temperature fluctuations via the 
temperature coefficients of fuel and coolant /yf and yc/ respectively 
one obtains that [3-5]
р ( ш )  =  P o  G  (ш) l*c + k O) F (w) '^(w/Zi’O ) /3.18/
Here = О) is the temperature fluctuation at the core
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inlet, G(w) is the power-reactor transfer function [3.2]. К(ш) is given 
in Eq. /3.1.4/ and for F(uj) one obtains that [з.Ь]
F O ) = F (ß ) = a (e)
ß(ß2 + 4B2)
/3.1.9а/
A ( ß ) _______B___________2Bz + sin/2Bz YО V О >
+
2ß В sin(2Bz )\ О' /3.1.9Ь/
The above result was given b у Boardman [3.5] and Robinson [3.7].
In the present chapter we concentrate on the examination of the structure 
of the function F(w)x .^
On the first Florida Conference Boardman [3.5]] argued that at 
8 = +2iB the function F(8) has poles leading to a resonance behaviour of 
the function F (ói) . In his paper he gave expressions relating the location 
and the width of the resonances to the parameters of the reactor. Using 
these expressions he identified a strong resonance found in the measured 
spectrum of the neutron noise of the Dounreay Fast Reactor as caused by 
one of the aforementioned poles of the function F(ui).
The results of Boardman were used later by Mirsoyan [З.б] who 
analysed the neutron noise in the water moderated, water cooled TES-3 
reactor. He again interprets a strong peak in his measured spectrum as 
caused by the structure of the function F(io) , thereby identifying inlet 
temperature fluctuations as a major source of neutron noise in the TES-3 
reactor. Using measured values for the location and the width of the 
resonance he calculates the values of the heat transfer coefficient and the 
flow velocity. The results are claimed to agree well with the values esti­
mated earlier on different grounds.
In contrast to all these speculations we would like to stress that 
the function F(8) is regular at 8 = +2iB.
In their considerations Boardman and Mirsoyan did not take into 
account that at 8 = +2iB besides the denominator of F(ß) its numerator 
vanishes as well. In fact simple algebra shows that
The other factors in E q . /3.1.8/ are normally smooth functions of
the frequency.
X/
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A(ß = ± 2iB ) = 0 /3.1.10/
Starting from Eq. /3.1.10/ the regularity of the function can be 
easily proved. The function |f ((d)| decreases monotonly at the predicted 
peak frequencies /see Figs. 3.1a, 3.1b where the arrows point to the 
frequencies of the missing resonances. The resonance frequencies were 
calculated using the expression given in Ref. [3.5]/.
At the same time the function F(w) exhibits a characteristic sink 
structure determined by the roots of its numerator [3.7]. The physical 
explanation of this sink structure lies in the integral character of the 
reactivity of a reactor. The reactivity noise induced by inlet temperature 
fluctuations vanishes for certain frequencies for which the axial average 
of the temperature fluctuations equals to zero.
Using the notation
R =
1 +
where d is the reflector saving in the axial direction and zq is the 
half length of the core, direct calculation shows that the equation
A ($) = 0 /3.1.11/
is solved by the 3 values:n
ß = 2iBn ( 1 + \  (n2-l) (r -1)3 + o[(R-l)4] /3.1.12/
В = 2z + 2dо
n = 2,3,.
To find out whether the above zeros54 can be observed in the 
frequency dependence of the function F(co) one has to solve the equation
e o )  = en /3.1.13/
Let “n (n = 2,3,...) denote the roots of Eq./3.1.13/. At these in
x In fact besides ß , the value -ß is a root of Eq. /3.1.11/
as well. We do not conside? these latter roots as they lead to non-physical 
solutions /negative frequencies/. The value n = 1 was not considered either, 
as F (ß) remains finite for ß = ß^ .
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general complex frequencies the function F(w) has zeros on the complex 
w-plane. These zeros will lead to clearly visible, sharp sinks at the real 
frequencies
if
io = Re ш n n /3.1.14/
Re и > О n /3.1.15а/
and
Re u  >> I Im to I n ‘ n 1 /3.1.15b/
Inspection of Eqs. /3.1.6/, /3.1.12/ and /3.1.13/ shows that the condition 
given in Eq. /3.1.15b/ is equivalent to
a Ш2
2VBn << 1+ a.
/3.1.16/
Using Eqs. /3.1.6/, /3.1.16/ and /3.1.12/ in Eq. /3.1.13/ leads to
U) =n
2V В n
af
2 2 
шп + af
/3.1.17/
Eq. /3.1.17/ gives the sink-frequencies of the function F(w), that 
is the frequencies of the sinks appearing in the spectrum of cross correla­
tion between inlet temperature fluctuations and neutron noise. Eq. /3.1.16/ 
is the condition of the visibility of the sinks.
Trying to solve Eq. /3.1.17/ by successive approximation and taking 
2VBn as the solution in the zeroth order one finds that in many cases
C
C
f
c 4V2 B2 + a.
<< 1 /3.1.18/
that is the sink frequencies are given by the simple expression
шп = 2V В n n 2,3,.. /3.1.19/
If d << zQ , then В = "2^ — leading to
м „ 2w V n . 31 n n = 2,3,... /3.1.20/n 2zo T
where T is the transfer time of the coolant through the core [3.7].
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WWR-SM
Tiniét' ^0°C
W’ 0,5MW
_v_
(т/э)
etc . k T 2f i  
4VB kZ2f f + o ( j
f *
(cps)
2Vß_
I
(cps)
1,0 0,056 2,62 2,67
2,0 0,0k 9 5,2k 5,3k
3,0 0,0k  5 7,66 3,01
Table 3.la
Values of the first sink frequency for the WWR-SM reactor. In the first columm 
the quantity characterizing the sharpness of the sink is given (see Eq./3.1. 16/) .
ORR
Tintet * 40* C 
W ’k.BMW
V
(m/s)
otc k t l fi2 
kVB k T ^ i- c tf
fz
(cps)
№r
(cps)
W 0,013 2,52 2,56
2,0 0,012 5,03 5,12
3,0 0,011 7,55 7,66
Table 3.lb
Values of the first sink frequency for the ORR reactor. In the first columm 
the quantity characterizing the sharpness of the sink is given (see Eq./3.1.16/)
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In Tables la and lb the locations of the first sink are given 
for the WWR-SM reactor and for the Oak Ridge Research Reactor, respectively.
In the second column of the tables the exact values of the sink frequencies 
f2 are given as read froir the computed curves of | F (f) | . Comparing them 
with the values given by Eq. /3.1.19/ one sees that the agreement is rather 
good.
Figures 3.1a and 3.1b show the function |F(f)| for the WWR-SM reactor, 
and for the Oak Ridge Reactor respectively, for the flow velocity V = 2m/sк 
The sinks are much sharper for the ORR than for the WWR-SM. This behaviour 
is explained by the first column of the Tables.
The arrows on the Figures point to the frequencies of the supposed 
resonances [3.5], [З.б] mentioned above. The function decreases monotonly
in this region.
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Fig. 3. lb
The function |У(/)| for the ORR reactor
The above considerations show that the transfer function relating 
temperature fluctuations to power fluctuations exhibits a characteristic 
sink-structure. At the same time it was shown that a peak which was 
predicted in the literature does not exist.
At the same time it is to be noted that between neighbouring sink 
there are necessarily peaks having a different origin and location than the 
non-existing one which has been predicted. As the frequencies of the sinks 
move approximately linearly with increasing velocity the location of the 
latter peaks will move with changing velocity of the coolant as well.
In this context one should remember that velocity dependent peak 
frequencies have been found in several neutron noise measurements [3.Ю ] .
One may speculate that fluctuating inlet temperature as a noise source 
might be the explanation of the phenomenon in certain cases.
3.2 Point theory of the neutron noise induced by temperature fluctuations 
and random vibrations of a control element [3.1l]
According to point reactor theory the fluctuation of power is given
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by Eq. /3.1.7/. It is a priori clear that in the linear approximation the 
reactivity changes due to two different noise sources are additive that is
Др(ш) = Др1(ш) + Äpv (w) /3.2.1/
Here Др^ denotes the reactivity change induced by inlet tem­
perature fluctuation, while Дpv takes into account the effect of a 
vibrating control rod.
Using the treatment outlined in Chapter 3.1, that is using Eqs. 
/3.1.7/, /3.1.3а-Ь/ and /3.2.1/ one gets
P(<*0 = P0 G ( ü>)[ \jc + p f  K (w ) j  FCw") i £ ( w , z = o )  + 
+ Po G(co) Apv (w) /3.2.2/
The first term on the rhs. of Eq. /3.2.2/ stands for power fluctua­
tions induced by inlet temperature fluctuations (cf. Eq. /3.1.8/), the 
second term is the contribution of mechanical vibrations. G(m) is the power- 
reactor transfer function [3.2].
Now the reactivity fluctuation induced by random mechanical vibra­
tions is to be analysed. Consider the case of a slab reactor having vacuum 
boundaries at x = +a. At x = xQ an infinitely thin absorbing plate is 
imbedded in the reactor.
For the case of equilibrium we use the static reactor equation in 
the one group diffusion approximation:
D Ф0 (х ) = ° /3.2.3/
While P and D are the well known production and destruction 
perators of the homogenised reactor, the operator SQ stands for the 
effect of the absorbing plate.
So = Y 6(x - xo) /3.2.4/
The parameter у is Galanin's constant characterizing the strength 
of the infinitely thin absorber.
In the above equations the quantities carrying the subscript "o" 
are related to the equilibrium situation, V.ith the commencement of vibra­
tion of the plate these quantities will change.
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Since in one group diffusion theory the adjoint function is equal 
to the static flux, the reactivity of the equilibrium reactor can be 
written in the following well known form:
1
+a +a
Ф0 0 )  P Ф0 (х ) dx " \ Ф0 (х) ^ ф0 (х) dx “ j Ф0 (х ) so Ф0 ( х ) dx
_____________________________________________________________
+а
J ф0 (х ) *  ф0 (х ) dx
-а
/3.2.5/
If the plate executes vibrations, all terms in Eq. /3.2.5/ be­
come time dependent, leading to a time dependence of the reactivity. AsА Лthe operators P and D in the first order do not change with the vibra­
tion of the plate, the time dependence of the reactivity originates from 
the time dependence of the flux, and from the time dependence of the oper­
ator characterizing the plate itself. In perturbation theory it is proved 
that the above expression of reactivity is stationary in the flux, thus in
the first order, the change of reactivity is caused exclusively by theA л
change of the operator SQ to its non-equilibrium value S(t). Following 
Williams [З.12] we write
S(t) Y e(t) /3.2.6/
where e(t) denotes the displacement of the plate from its equilibrium 
position at time t. In the linear theory one uses
S(t) = SQ - у e (t) 6' (x - xQ) /3.2.7/
rather than the exact form. If in Eq. /3.2.5/ SQ is replaced by the 
operator given in Eq. /3.2.7/ the following result is obtained for the 
reactivity fluctuation driven by plate vibrations:
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Í б'(х_хо) Фо^х ) ах
p(t) - ро - Apy (t) = e(t) у -ff-
Ф^Сх) P Ф_(x) dx
-a
+a
= e(t ) Y
í Фд(х) dx
+a
+a
I б' ( х- хо) Фо(х ) dx
+a
\ Ф0 (х ) p Ф0 (х ) dx I Ф 2 (х ) dx-a
Thus in the first order
Ä P v ( t )  = A Y Л e ( t ) /3.2.8/
Here Л is the neutron generation time while
-a
Using Eq. /3.2.8/ in Eq. /3.2.2/ the auto-spectral density of the 
power fluctuations can be easily expressed by the auto-spectral densities 
of the noise-sources in question.
ф р ( ш )  =  P q  I С5(ш ) I 2 | p c  +  U f  К  (ш ) I 2 I F" (to ) I 2 Ф 1 ( ш  ) +  
+  P 2 I G  (to ) I 2 Y 2 А 2 Л 2 ф у ( и ) /3.2.9/
Here
Ф (w) = <p* (ш) p(w)>Ir
ф ^ ( ш )  =  < ^ * ( ш , о )  т ^ , ( ш ? о ) >  
фу(ш) = <е* (ш ) е (<!>)>
It is well known that high velocity coolant flowing through the 
reactor core is a source of energy that can induce and sustain vibration 
in the reactor core components. While the vibrations of mechanical elements 
attached to motionless supports is a common noise-source in all reactors at- 
power, from the point of view of reactor diagnostics the pathological case
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of excess vibrations due to some failures in the supports seems to be more 
important. In particular, if the bar is held by bearings then following 
the failure of the bearings at one end, an extremely complicated motion of 
the bar might be induced by turbulent flow. While this motion is rather 
complicated it can be surely described approximately as a motion dominated 
by a single frequency /basically the frequency of the bowing of the rod in 
the slight clearance at the defective end/ and damping. Thus we write the 
auto-spectral density of vibrations as [3.13]:
♦v (w) = A“
(w -Ш) + K" (ш +ш)2 + K24 O '
/3.2.10/
Here toQ j,s the characteristic frequency of the motion and К
stands for damping
Д2 = <E^>
The above formulae form a basis for the theoretical treatment 
of power fluctuations induced by inlet temperature fluctuations and random 
mechanical vibrations of a control element.
Discussing the measurements of Stephenson, Roux and Fry [3.14] 
it is claimed in Ref. [3.7] that the strong peak observed in the noise 
spectrum of the Oak Ridge Research /ORR/, was due to excessive vibrations 
following the failure of the upper bearing of one of the shim roads. The 
appearance of similar peaks following failures of shim-rod-bearings have 
been observed by Fry and Robinson [3.15] in the noise spectrum of the 
High Flux Isotope Reactor. Now we try to use the spectral density given in 
Eq. /3.2.9/ together with the vibrational spectrum given in Eq. /3.2.10/ for 
the interpretetion of the noise spectrum of the ORR. For the inlet temper­
ature fluctuations the assumption of white-noise will be used.
Fig. 3.2 shows the experimental power spectra of neutron density 
fluctuations as given in Ref. [3.7]. From the data given by Stephenson,
Roux and Fry [3.14] the correlated background has been subtracted and the 
result has been divided by the dc current squared. Using the notations of 
the present paper, Fig. 3.2 gives the observed values of the quantity 
1/Pq2 <(>p(f) versus frequency. Fig. 3.3 and 3.4 show the functions | G (f) | 
and IG(f)[pc + уfK(f)]F(f) | 2 respectively as calculated for the ORR by 
Robinson [3.7]. -
According to Robinson [3.7] the peaks which can be seen in the 
experimental curves are caused by the failure of the upper-shim-rod-bearing 
leading to excessive vibrations of the rod. In view of the results in the
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Experimental power spectra for the 
ORR at different coolant flow rates 
at 3, 75 MW (see Fig. 6 in Ref. [3. 7])
Fig. 3.3
Calculated power spectra density for 
the ORR at 4,8 MW with a -white 
reactivity driving function of unity 
magnitude see (.Fig. 7. in Ref. [з. 7j )
last section the power spectrum density of these vibrations is given approxi­
mately by Eq. /3.2.10/. The frequency and the damping of the motion might 
depend on the flow velocity. This dependence manifests itself in the experi­
mental results by the shift of the location of the peak with increasing flow 
velocity. For the flow rate 9000 gpm the peak disappears and only some 
traces of an inflexion can be seen at about 10 Hz.
While the presence of the peak in the experimental spectra can be 
explained by excessive mechanical vibrations, the strong ascendance of the 
spectra towards decreasing frequencies at the left hand side of the peaks 
cannot be understood without invoking other possible noise sources.
A detailed comparison of Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.4 shows that for all 
flow velocities there is a region in the left hand side vicinity of the 
peaks /or in the left hand side vicinity of the elbow for medium flow rate/
I
i
*
<
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Fie/. 3.4
Calculated power spectral density for the ORR at 
4,8 MW for a white inlet temperature fluctuation 
driving function (see Fig. 9, in Ref.
Where the experimental spectrum is parallel to the function 
IG(f) [ус + (f)]F(f) I 2 corresponding to the same flow velocity. This
indicates that, in these reqions, white inlet-temperature fluctuations might 
be the dominating noise-source.
On the basis of these facts we will attempt to fit the experimental 
curves with the formula
Фр Cf ) = |G(f)[yc + Uf K(f)] F (f ) I 2 A± +
+ |G(f)| К
(Fo-f)2 + K2 (F0+f)2 + K2
/3.2.11/
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Here A^ is the mean-square of the inlet-temperature fluctuation, that is
Ai = {[^c(t'°>|2 }  /3.2.12/
Comparison of Eqs. /3.2.9/, /3.2.10/ and /3.2.11/ shows that the 
quantity Av , which involves several factors, is proportional to the quantity 
Д , thus Av can be expected to increase with increasing flow velocity.
It can be seen from the figures that for the lowest flow rate the 
location of the sink of the transfer function of inlet temperature fluctua­
tion coincides with tbe peak of the measured spectrum. Thus in Eq. /3.2.11/ 
the ;first term on the rhs. vanishes just at the peak frequency and, as 
IG(f) I is approximately constant in this region, the quantities Fq and К 
can be taken directly from the experimental curve. One gets in this way the 
values
Fq = 7 Hz , К = 0,6 Hz
Using these values in Eq. /3.2.11/ the coefficients A^ and A c a n  be 
determined by fitting the formula to the experimental curve by the method of 
least-squares. Using only the experimental points located at f ^ 3Hz the 
best fit has been reached with the values
A± = 1.47 • 10-4 (°f )2 , Av = 3.60 • IO-14 s“1
The lower solid curve on Fig. 3.5 shows that, using the above values 
for the coefficients, the theoretical formula fits extremely well the experi­
mental points at least for f >_ 3Hz. If experimental points at lower frequen­
cies are included in the fitting procedure no reasonable fit can be achieved, 
demonstrating for those frequencies the influence of some noise sources which 
are neglected in Eq. /3.2.11/.
For the medium flow rate the lack of a clearly visible peak in the 
experimental spectrum makes it impossible to get Fq and К directly from 
the curve. Therefore one is forced to determine all of the four parameters 
(F ,К , A^ and Av> from the least square fitting..The best fit has been 
reached with the values
F = 11.8 Hz К = 3.5 Hzо
Ai = 4.21 ■ 10-4 (°f )2 A = 2.84 • 10-13 sV
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Fig. 3.6
Comparison of the experimental power spectra with 
the theoretical results. Solid lines show the 
results obtained by using (Eq./3.2.11/)
The upper solid curve on Fig. 3.5 is the theoretical curve with the 
above values of the four parameters. Disregarding the experimental point at 
8 Hz which was taken as a strayway point the fit is excellent in the region 
f >_ 4,8 Hz.
While for the flow rates 4500 gpm and 9000 gpm the experimental curves 
could be readily fitted in the vicinity of the relevant vibrational frequen­
cies /7 Hz and 11,8 Hz respectively/ for the highest flow rate the method 
of least squares has not given even a reasonable fit. The authors suspect that 
the two experimental points at the high frequencies might be erroneous. Thus 
for this flow rate the quantities F , К and Av cannot be given. At the 
same time comparison of the experimental curve with the graph of 
|G(f)[yc + yfK(f)]F(f)I 2 shows that between 6 Hz and 9 Hz they are parallel 
to each other indicating that for the flow rate at hand this is the region
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where white inlet temperature fluctuations dominate. One can estimate the 
value of A. simply by dividing the experimental values with the value of 
the transfer function squared. In this way the value
A± = 1.88 • 10~3 (°F)2
is obtained.
Table 3.2 sums up our results.
Coolant flow rale 
gallon/min
Fe
Hz
IS
Hz
Av
S-'
Limitfrequency 
for the applica­
bility o f £q(3.2.11)
o jf>
4500 7,0 0,6 0,012 3,60 Ю'й 3,0
9000 ft,6 3,5 0,021 2,64 tO -'3 4,8
16500 — — 0,043 — 6,0
Table 3.2
Inspection of the table shows that both the characteristic 
frequency and the damping of the vibration increases with increasing flow 
velocity. The quantity Av also increases with the velocity showing that 
the mean-amplitude of the vibration increases as was expected.
The increase of the RMS of inlet-temperature fluctuations with 
flow velocity is roughly linear. It is characteristic of the sensitivity of 
noise measurements that such extremely small temperature fluctuations can 
be traced in the noise-spectrum.
In the last column of the Table, the limit frequency of the 
applicability of Eq. /3.2.11/ can be seen. This is the limit frequency above 
which the neutron noise can be interpreted by random mechanical vibrations 
of a single element and by white inlet temperature fluctuations. The shift 
of this limit-frequency with increasing values of the flow velocity indicates 
that the characteristic frequencies of noise sources other than those 
considered in the present treatment are also dependent on the coolant velocity
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3.3 Investigation of the cross correlation function of coolant temperature 
fluctuations [3.191
In recent years several papers have been published reporting on 
coolant flow velocity determination by the analysis of temperature fluctua­
tions of the coolant [з,1бЗ, [3.17], [3.18].
The principle of the method is rather simple. Denoting by ^(tfZ) 
the fluctuation of the temperature of the coolant at a distance z from the 
inlet, one expects on simple physical grounds that
= e rAz ^c (t - I /3.3.1/
where Az = z - z^ ^  0 with the coolant flowing upwards in the channel with 
the average velocity V.
In Eq. /3.3.1/ it is assumed that while the temperature signal is 
transported downstream by the flowing fluid or gas its amplitude decreases 
exponentially but its shape does not change.
Using the notations [l]
+T
ф (t ) = lim - k  J ^  (t,Zl) t  ( t  + t ,z ) dt 
z 1 'z T-voo JX -T
/cross-correlation function between temperature fluctuations at two different 
axial positions/
i
1
+T
ф (t ) = lim ^  5 ^c(t,zi) ^(t + T,Zl) dt
Z1,Z1 Т-н» _JT
/autocorrelation function of the temperature fluctuations at distance z1 
from the inlet/
it follows from Eq. /3.3.1/ that
/3.3.2/
As autocorrelation functions are by definition maximal for zero time 
lag the above cross-correlation function has its maximum at
T AzV
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Measuring the cross-correlation function of the signals of two 
thermocouples located at the axial levels z1 and z respectively, the 
velocity of the coolant can be evaluated.
Unfortunately the situation is not always as simple as that. On the 
one hand in a nuclear reactor power fluctuations are always present and their 
effect to the measurement cannot always be neglected. On the other hand even 
if power fluctuations give but a negligible contribution to the cross­
correlation function, the effects producing the attenuation factor in Eq. 
/3.3.1/ will also change the shape of the signal, resulting in a more 
intricate relation between cross-correlation function and auto-correlation 
function than the one given in Eq. /3.3.2/.
In the present paper we intend to examine the above problems via 
the axial dependent two-point model of heat transfer [3.8], [3.5].
For this end we start from Eq. /3.1.3b/ writing
Фс 0,z')
-3(w)(z-z1) 
e ^  (ш, z ! ) /3.3.3/
In Eq. /3.3.3/ z and z^ denote the position of the upper and 
lower thermocouple respectively. In Ref. [j3.19] the way of an a priori 
estimation of the feedback effect was demonstrated. Writing Eq. /3.3.3/ the 
feedback term /second term on the rhs. of Eq. /3.1.3b// has been neglected.
From Eq. /3.3.3/ the relation
-3(0) )(z-z. )
2 (u>) = e /3.3.4/
follows where ф (ш) and ф „ (ш) are the cross spectral density and z z z 1,z 1
the autospectral density corresponding to ф (т) and ф _ (т) respec-zlfz *1,1
tively.
Using Eq. /3.1.5/ for 3(a)) one gets that
eYK(u)) (o) ) do>
Z1
where К (id) was given in Eq. /3.1.4/ and
а Лг c
/3.3.5/
Y V /3.3.6/
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t
is the dimensionless measure of the distance between the two thermocouples, 
Assuming the form
>z z ) = eZ1'Z1
■«|т I /3.3.7/
the integral in Eq. /3.3.5/ can be readily evaluated leading to
z 2^ , z
, \ -aT v-1 (t ) = e e +
where the notations
T
v a
have been used.
T measures the deviation of the time lag from the transit time. 
For a fixed value of у one gets that
z^,z (t )
- y
-a T —Дг
if V << 1 /3.3.9a/
and
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v >> 1 / 3 . 3 . 9 Ь /
Thus the simple relation given in Eq. /3.3.2/ cannot be applied 
unless the frequencies relevant in the measurement /i.e. the value of the 
time constant a/ are either much higher (cf.Eq./3.3.9a/) or much lower 
(cf. Eq./3.3.9b/) than the characteristic frequency of the fuel. In
fact the axial attenuation constant r turns out to be frequency dependent, 
r = у for the high frequency case, and r = 0 for the low frequencies.
In the cases between these two extremes no simple relation exists 
between the autocorrelation function and the cross correlation function 
but Eq. /3.3.8/ is to be consulted.
The function given in Eq. /3.3.8/ is continuous and maximal at 
T = 0, where its value is given by
/3.3.10/
With increasing distance between the two thermocouples the value 
of у increases, that is the height of the peak decreases [3.18]. The 
decrease of the height measures the diminution of the correlation as the 
signal moves along. As a quantitative measure of the correlated part to the 
uncorrelated part Mika, Raes, and Stegeman [3.18] introduced the ratio S/R 
where
S =
R Zj^Z (т = 0.) - /3.3.11/
Using Eq. /3.3.10/ we obtain that
S
R /3.3.12/
measures the correlation in the present model.
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As for turbulent water the velocity dependence of the quantities
o 8af and ac is well known / 'W ' /, if the velocity dependence of the time 
constant a of the autocorrelation function is investigated experimentally 
one might be able to predict whether the height of the peak will increase or 
decrease with increasing values of the velocity [3.18].
Figs. /3.6a - cl show the computed curves of the correlation func- 
• tion versus the dimensionless time variable
The function e 1 1 is drawn by dashed line. This would be the
shape of the correlation function if the fluid flow would transfer the 
original signal Eq. /3.3.7/ without changing its shape and amplitude. The 
solid lines show the correlation function for different values of the 
parameters у and v.
For large values of у the curves differ appreciably from the 
simple exponential shape. For high and low values of v the curves behave 
as dictated by Eq. /3.3.9а/ and Eq. /3.3.9b/ respectively.
The asymmetry of the curves is to be observed on the figures. In 
fact the correlation is always stronger for т > , than for x <
This effect is caused by the solid /fuel/ which can store the heat for a 
while and release it afterwards. The asymmetry increases with the distance 
between the thermo-couples /characterized by the parameter у/ and vanishes 
if the frequencies are much higher or much lower than the characteristic 
frequency of the fuel.
In the above considerations the axial dependent two point theory 
of heat transfer was used. The equations of this theory describe the axial 
transfer of heat by fluid flow and radial heat transfer between fuel and 
coolant. It is the latter effect which leads to a change of the amplitude 
and of the time-shape of the signal in this model. As neither the radial 
dependence of the flow velocity nor the radial dependence of the noise field 
are taken into account in the model, the smearing effects related to this 
dependence were not considered in the present work.
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The cross correlation function versus the dimen­
sionless time variable Ta.T - т - measures the 
deviation of the time lag from thevtransit time 
between the two thermocouples
i
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4. EXPERIMENTAL POWER-REACTOR NOISE STUDIES
EDITED BY D,  PALLAGI*
ABSTRACT
Power-reactor noise studies have been carried out in this Institute 
since the mid-sixties. The initial aim of the measurements was to establish 
the power-noise spectrum of the WWR-S reactor under normal operational con­
ditions .
Later, investigations were centred mainly on the reliability of 
detecting bulk boiling by analysis of the noise deriving from core ioniza­
tion chambers. The measuring arrangement and the results and conclusions 
drawn from these experiments are described here.
A recent problem to be tackled is the determination by cross-cor­
relation method of the cooling water velocity in given channels of the reac­
tor core. The present report describes the measuring arrangement and dis­
cusses the results obtained up to date.
4.1 Introduction
Exploration of the technological aspects of nuclear reactor noise 
was instigated in this Institute by the fundamental theoretical work of the 
director, L. Pál [4.Т]. The first measurements in this field were performed 
in 1965, on the Institute's WWR-S reactor, in order to study the output 
power spectrum under normal operating conditions [4.2^. A main obstacle to 
this work, however, was soon found to be the cumbersomeness of the data- 
processing due to the lack of adequate computing facilities, which led to 
suspension of the measurements for a time. The experiments were resumed in 
1968 when an ICT-1905 computer became available for on-line evaluation of the
^Acknowledgements
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power noise auto-correlation function and the noise spectra [.4. з] . These 
measurements, too, the first to be made on-line at the Institute, had to be in­
terrupted owing to the overload of the machine. Since 1970 the KORALL-B 
digital polarity correlator [4.4] has been available as the basic equipment 
for systematic and thorough study of reactor noises.
The ultimate aim of the noise studies is to develop a measuring 
method and equipment which would permit the forecasting of any operational 
failure of the reactor from information furnished by the noise. The reactor 
accidents reported up to now are sufficient demonstration that an entirely 
satisfactory solution to this problem is still to be found.
This report deals with two partial results of interest achieved 
within the scope of this long-term programme - bubble detection and fluid- 
-flow measurement. Although a large amount of information has been collect­
ed already from measurements performed under different operational conditions 
of the reactor /noise pattern library/, no definite conclusions can be drawn 
yet from the available data.
4.2 Measurements
4.2.1 Qetection_of _bulk_boiling_/bubbling/__[/L 5/
The measurements to be described here concern the reliability of 
detecting water boiling /bubbling/ occuring at any point of the core by 
analysing the noise of the "out-of-core" ionization chamber current. The 
out-of-core detection of local boiling already proved to be a successful 
field of reactor diagnostics elsewhere [4.б].
The WWR-SM reactor
The WWR-SM reactor is a reconstructed version of the original WWR-S 
type reactor known from the literature [4.7]. Its main characteristics are:
- 5 MW nominal power
- beryllium-reflected core fuelled by WWR-M type fuel elements
- forced cooling by distilled water under pumping 
shielding by layers of water, iron and heavy concrete.
A notable feature is the positioning of the ionization chambers so that they 
are not submitted to the oscillating effects of flowing coolant water.
Bubble formation
Water boiling was simulated for the measurements by forcing air
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into the core through a thin pipe situated in the irradiation channel. At 
the pipe end passing into the core was mounted a special head around which 
tiny bubbles could be formed under the effect of a low- overpressure as if 
bulk boiling had started at this point of the core. A precision pressure 
reductor served for adjusting and maintaining the overpressure at a constant 
level.
Measuring arrangement and data processing
A block diagram of the measuring and data processing arrangement 
is shown in Fig. 4.1.
JJC AMPLIFIER
Fig. 4.1
Block diagram of the measuring arrangement and data-processing set-up for 
the detection of bulk boiling
The gamma-compensated ionization chamber used for detecting the
-14thermal neutron flux is a KNK-53 model with a sensitivity of 2-10 A/nvt.
The flux-proportional signal is amplified by a d.c. amplifier /picoammeter/.
A compensating current in proportior to the mean signal value is applied to 
the input of the amplifier by a Keithley Mod. 261 Picoampere Source, to 
exactly cancel the d.c. component of the output, so that only the fluctua­
tion of the chamber current Д.е. the noise information/ is amplified to the 
required level. This amplified signal is sent on through a low-pass filter, 
adjusted to a cut-off frequency of 10 cps, to the digital polarity correlator 
formed by a NTA 512/В Amplitude Analyzer together with the special KORALL-B 
plug-in unit /see 1.1.2/. The chosen sampling frequency was 20 Hz, the maximum
delay T = 8  sec, and 15-20 minute runs were allowed for each measurement. -1 max
Assuming a Gaussian distribution of signals, there is an exact re­
lationship between the measured polarity correlation and the true correlation 
function /see eq. /1.2//.
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As the first step in further data-processing of the polarity cor- 
relogram, the true /normalized/ correlation function is evaluated on an 
ICT 1905 computer with the help of the RY-09 /FORTRAN/ program. This is then 
smoothed /filtered/ by applying the HANNING function, and finally Fourier 
transformed. The computer displays the data of the correlation function and 
the power density spectrum digitally and records both functions in a single 
coordinate system.
Results and conclusions
A reactor power of 20 kW was chosen for the measurements as this 
required no forced cooling and supplied a sufficently high ion-chamber cur­
rent /^20 МА/. The following core conditions were studied:
1/ Unperturbed core /no forced cooling and bubbling/
2/ Forced cooling without bubbling
3/ Bubbling without forced cooling
4/ Bubbling with forced cooling.
The respective results are summarized in Figs. 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 
4.5, each of which shows the derived power spectral density S(f) at the 
particular core condition.
Fig. 4■2
Power spectral density function under unperturbed core
conditions
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Fig, 4.3
Power spectral density 
function under conditions 
of forced cooling without 
bubbling
l 2 3 4 5 6 f [Cf&]
1 2 3 4 S 6 f [cp3]
Fig. 4.4
Power spectral density 
}'ипаьгоп under conditions 
of bubbling without forced 
cooling
Fig. 4.5
Power 3jpectral density 
function under conditions 
of bubbling with forced 
coo ling
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The power spectral density at the unperturbed core is smooth; in 
forced cooling /without bubbling/ it is characterized by two distinct peaks 
at 1.3 and 2.4 cps, due to the pump operation; and during bubbling /without 
forced cooling/ a rather sharp peak was found at 0.6 cps. In combined per­
turbation /forced cooling with bubbling/ the two peaks due to pump operation 
remain practically unaltered, as would be expected, while the "bubble peak" 
exhibits a "splitting".
Independently of the final interpretation, some important conclu­
sions could be drawn from these experiments:
- This rather simple data-processing set-up based on an out-of-core 
detector and a simple data evaluating procedure is sufficient 
for reliable noise analysis covering the frequency domain of 
0-10 cps.
- A particular core condition may be identified by low-frequency 
noise analysis.
- Bulk boiling with void characteristics similar to the described 
simulated case is clearly detectable by low-frequency noise 
analysis.
4.2.2 Yelocity_measurement_bY_cross-correlation_technique
Owing to geometric limitations and the intense radiation, conven­
tional methods cannot be employed for measuring the flow rate of water cir­
culating in the cooling channels of the reactor core. Under similar or 
comparably adverse circumstances some investigators have solved this problem 
by measuring the transit time between two thermocouples [4.8], [4.9].
Principle of the measurement
The principle of transit-time measurement is attractively simple.
Two thermocouples are mounted at a distance s from each other in the flow 
path of the cooling water. The water velocity is evaluated from the transit 
time tQ over the distance £ given by two data.
The fast progress of stochastic measuring techniques made it pos­
sible to utilize this principle of velocity measurement without any incon­
venience. Since the water flowing in the closed circuit of a nuclear reactor 
is always heated in one region /core/ and cooled in another /heat exchanger/ 
its temperature at any point of the circuit permanently fluctuates around a 
given value. This fluctuation, caused by the succession of alternating colder
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* -  Flow direction
Fig. 4.6
Principle of coolant flow-rate measurement by 
cross-correlation technique
and warmer packets, is sensed 
by an appropriately chosen 
thermocouple the output voltage 
of which reflects the stochas­
tic temperature fluctuations, 
as shown by the time curves 
in Fig. 4.6. If the distance 
s is chosen such that the flow 
pattern is not much distorted 
between thermocouples 1 and 2, 
the Ü2 time curve will, except 
for a time lag tQ , have es­
sentially the same shape as 
the U-^  time curve. The time 
lag, or transit time tQ can 
be readily determined from the 
cross-correlation function of 
the two time curves:
ф12 (т) =
T
= lim i ( u.(t) u (t+т) dtT->-oo J zo
This reaches a maximum with 
x=t which can be read directly 
from the plot.
Measuring arrangement and data-processing
The block diagram of the measuring arrangement is given in Fig. 4.7.
о Microphone
Reactor
core
Thermo /  
couples \
1____ I
Isothermal
box
SmalL
computer
Plotter
Oscilloscope
D rift correction 
and filte rin g
Fig. 4.7
Block diagram of the measuring arrangement and data-processing set-up for de­
termination of coolant velocity
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The two Sodern "Thermocoax" 2ABAc thermocouples are mounted into an 
aluminium tube of the same geometry as the innermost tube of a fuel element 
and can thus be interchanged with any fuel element. The thermocouples are 
canned in stainless steel with insulated lining. The 0.5 mm o.s. diameter 
has been reduced by the manufacturer to 0.35 mm around the soldering point 
in order to minimize the time constant. Provided the soldering point extrudes 
from the canning by about 5 mm, the declared/stated cut-off frequency is 
under our experimental conditions of the order of 10 Hz /catalogue data/.
Since in this method the actual water temperature need not be known, 
the cold points were chosen to lie on a large thermally insulated metal block, 
which permits interference from ambient temperature fluctuations to be avoid­
ed. The thermocouple outputs are connected to dc. differential amplifiers 
with a gain factor of 1000 in order to suppress the common noise level.
For further amplification the same type of amplifiers are used but 
transmitting only the frequency band of 0-10 Hz, to minimize the noise factor. 
Owing to the slow variation of the average water temperature during the meas­
u r e m e n t ,  set II of the main amplifiers has to be protected against saturation. 
This is achieved by amplifiers V acting as low-pass filters with a cut-off 
frequency of 0.1 Hz. Thus the output frequency from each amplifier chain 
generates only the spectrum from 0.1 to 10 Hz with the desired gain.
The basic unit of the measuring arrangement is the digital polarity 
correlator, which calculates the polarity correlation function, equivalent 
for our purpose to the true correlation function. The value of Tmax = ^maxÄT 
is chosen such that the т = t delay can be easily read. The correlator can 
calculate the function at points kmax = 64, 128, 256, and At is variable 
in a wide range. The correlator output is displayed on oscilloscope and plot­
ter. A perforator can be interfaced with the TPA small computer if Fourier 
transformation is needed.
Results
The first measurements were carried out in order to test the 
performance of the method in practice. It was found that the voltage 
noise of the thermocouples is of the order of 1 yV when the reactor is operat­
ing at its nominal power. Thus sufficiently high input pulses can be given to 
the correlator with a gain factor of 1,000,000. It is of interest to note that, 
owing to the thermocouple sensitivity of 40 yV/°C, the information needed for 
the measurement is provided by temperature fluctuations of a few centigrade 
only.
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As examples, the cross-correlation functions generated at flow 
3 3rates of Q = 400 m /h and Q = 800 m /h are presented in Fig. 4.8. The tQ 
time delay is readily estimated even visually, nevertheless the accuracy 
could be much improved by computer fitting. In Fig. 4.9 the values measured 
by conventional method /with a device in the primary circuit, off-core/ are 
compared with those of the correlation method. The agreement is convincingly 
good.
Fig. 4.8
Cross-correlation functions of thermocouple signals
Fig. 4.9
Results of the velocity measurements
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4.2.3 Present measurements
The Telefunken MAS 54 four-channel magnetic tape recorder supplied 
by the Agency offers the possibility of recording three analogue /+a refer­
ence/ signals. We are now analyzing the noise signals from two thermocouples 
and one ionization chamber in order to check the accuracy of the velocity 
measurements as well as to study the temperature fluctuation spectrum and 
the relationship between temperature and power fluctuations. At the same time 
new information is being added to the "noise-pattern library".
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Б, CORRELATION METHODS IN NEUTRON SPECTROMETRY
EDITED BY P. PELLIONISZ*
ABSTRACT
A short summary is given of the new experimental methods developed 
and used in correlation neutron spectroscopy studies at the Institute.
The first application of the statistical chopping technique had 
been before the I.A.E.A. Research Contract 855/R1/RB; the research activ-’ 
ity has been widened during the period covered by the contract. Some of the 
results have been achieved in cooperation with other scientific institutes 
/Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna; Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble/.
Equipment for spin-flipping and magnetic pulsing as well as a 
mechanical correlation chopper have been built. New methods have been devel­
oped and applied for correlation time-of-flight spectrometry and diffracto- 
metry and for filtering out certain spectrum components or separating elas­
tically from inelastically scattered, neutrons. The application of correla­
tion methods has been extended to pulsed neutron sources.
5.1 Correlation-type spectrometry
5.1.1 Time^of-flight_spectrometer_with_magnetical_pulsing
The correlation-type technique of time-of-flight spectroscopy was 
first introduced in neutron scattering research about five years ago, e.g. [51^ 
[5.2]. Its principle is very simple: the pulse-response function S(t) of 
a linear system /i.e. its conventional time-of-flight distribution function/ 
is proportional to the cross-correlation function
*------------------------
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1 т
s(x )  = = Lim ~  í  M( fc - T ) z ( t ) d t .  / 5 . 1 /
Т -ЮО Q
Here M(t) is an input signal of random character /i.e. having an auto­
correlation function of the <5 -type/ and Z (t) is the response on the 
system's outputs
t
Z(t) = / M (t - T)s(x)dx. /5.2/
о
In a neutron scattering experiment of correlation type the monoenergetic 
neutron beam incident on the sample is randomly modulated and the neutrons 
are counted at a given scattering angle by a detector placed at a given 
distance from the sample. When the cross-correlogram between the modulation 
and detected events is calculated one gets the time-of-flight density func­
tion characteristic for the sample investigated.
In the first experiments the pseudo-random modulation was achieved 
by means of a controlled neutron spin flipper and data-processing was per­
formed by the KORALL-A digital correlator developed specially for this ap­
plication /see 1.1.1/. Pulses from the neutron detector were stored during 
the measurement, and at the end the device automatically performed the cor­
relation computation.
The main advantage of the correlation method stems from the fact 
that non-correlated background is strongly reduced in the result. The rel­
ative statistical accuracy of the spectrum is variable, depending on the 
duty-cycle of the on-off sequence used in the pseudo-random modulation and 
on the shape of the spectrum itself. Mathematical details and error analysis 
have been thoroughly discussed by several authors [53] , [5.4] , [5.5] .
5.1.2 Time-of-flight_spectrometer_with_Fermi_chopper
The spin-flip chopping technique introduced by our Laboratory has 
proven to be an original and successful method, but it has certain limita­
tions of application. Its neutron economy is generally not very good; higher 
flux values can be achieved when chopping is done by a mechanical device 
/e.g. a rotating disk with one or more "windows" for neutrons/.
The construction of a rotating statistical chopper raises a host 
of problems, primarily in respect of the mechanics. To illustrate these dif­
ficulties, the main specifications of the rotating device constructed for 
correlation spectrometry in our Laboratory are:
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diameters 680 mm
*■ speed of rotations 6000 rpm
- dimension of an elementary neutron windows 8 x 40 mm 
number of neutron windowss 255
sequence of neutron windows s maximum length binary pseudo­
random sequence /n = 8/
In order to obtain the necessary dynamic balance of the disk, window-segments 
are of Al, while neutron-absorbent segments are special combinations of 
araldite and absorbent Gd^^.
The schematic set-up of the correlation time-of-flight spectro­
meter put in operation in 1970-71 is shown in Fig. 5.1. It is suitable for
the investigation of both powder and 
monocrystalline samples. The detect­
or set-up permits simultaneous meas­
urements at four angles. As the driv­
ing mechanism of the chopper is not 
stabilized, data collection is con­
trolled by an automatic unit which 
inhibits the input signals to the 
memory whenever the difference be­
tween the actual and the nominal 
values of the chopper's period ex­
ceeds a given error limit. The cross­
correlation function is calculated 
off-line by one of the TPA 1001 small 
computers developed and manufactured 
in the Institute. The program can 
carry out calculations for up to 1020 
channels, averaging, smoothing with 
a pre-measured experimental resolution 
function, appropriate shifting or se­
lection of a spectrum section, print­
ing, plotting, etc.
The correlation method results in a substantial improvement of the 
resolution of diffraction measurements, as can be seen from a comparison of 
the diffractograms reproduced in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3.
At present the equipment is being employed to study liquid crystal, 
by inelastic neutron scattering. In Fig. 5.4 a comparison is shown between 
solid phase and liquid-crystal phase, of para-asoxy-anisol while in Fig. 5.5 
the solid phase is compared with the isotropic liquid phase. Both spectrum 
parts were taken in the region of the elastic line.
Fig. 5.1
Schematic set-up of the correlation 
time-оf-flight spectrometer
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Fig. 5.2
Diffractogram of a Ni-powder sample, 
as measured by a conventional diffrac­
tometer
Diffractogram of a Ni-powder sample, 
as measured by the correlation equipment
Fig. 5.4
Time-оf-flight spectrum of para-asoxyanisol in solid 
(A) and liquid-crystal (B) phase
Fig. 6.5
Time-of-flight spectrum of para-asoxyanisol in solid 
(A) and isotropic liquid (C) phase
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5.2 Pseudo-random modulation methods in polarized neutron diffractometry 
5.2.1 Time-of-fli2ht_analysis_of_golarization_effects
In polarized neutron diffraction research the problem of separat­
ing and determining higher-order reflections and inelastic magnetic scat­
tering contributions is sometimes of considerable importance. In the course 
of studies in the field of correlation methods we have developed several 
techniques as alternatives to the usual practice in polarized neutron dif- 
fractometry [5.6], [5.7].
%
With polarized neutrons it is necessary to compare counting rates 
for the two opposite neutron polarization directions. Generally, this is 
achieved by taking counts while a neutron spin flipper device is slowly 
turned on and off alternately. However, not all the detected neutrons are 
monoenergetic, and higher-order and inelastically scattered contributions 
can falsify the comparison of the measured counting rates.
In order to overcome these difficulties we have replaced the al­
ternating on-off modulation by a modulation of pseudo-random type. In this 
way the needed on-off time ratio is retained and, with the aid of the cor­
relation time-of-flight method, no more than two counting rate values but 
two time-of-flight spectra have to be compared. A schematic set-up of the 
experiment is shown in Fig. 5.6. The monoenergetic neutron beam is modulated 
in the direction of polarization by a 
controlled spin flipper. The modulation is 
a periodic function of time
X(t) = J x, i|i(t - t±) 
i 1
/5.3/
where is a pseudo-random binary se­
quence taking values of +1 and -1, while 
ф (t) is the pulse-shape function of the 
elementary modulation in time
spin 
flip p e r
&
neutron beam
\  /  monochromator
polarizer
detector
4  sample in  
x  magnetict
fie ld
pseudo- I 
random mod. I
correlator
A difference spectrum 
[s +(t) - S+(t)] is obtained by comput­
ing the cross-correlogram between the 
detected counting rate Z(t) and the 
modulator sequence x(t):
F i g .  5 .6
Schematic set-up of a polarized 
neutron time-оf-flight spectro­
meter
= T z(t) X (t-x)dt =
0(x-t) s+( t ) -s+ ( t ) dt+const /5.4/
0 о
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It can be seen that 0xZ(T) describes the resolution-broadened time-of- 
-flight spec.trum of the modulated magnetic scattering effects, while the 
non-magnetic scattering is contained in a uniform background.
A series of successful measurements with the aid of this method 
has been performed. The overall polarization efficiency of the Co /8% Fe/ 
monochromator for the [220] reflection is found to be about 15%. A pseudo- 
-random sequence of 255 steps and 50% duty-cycle is applied.
5.2.2 §nergy_separatign_from_polarization_effects
In many cases, when only the difference of spectra corresponding 
to a given energy is of interest, the disturbing effects may be simply fil­
tered out [5.б] , [5.7] . The same diffractometer arrangement as in the previous
method can be applied except that two 
scalers are used instead of the correlator 
/Fig. 5.7/. The modulator signal is delayed 
by a time-distance corresponding to the 
time-of-flight of the neutrons under ob­
servation, and the counts are taken by the 
two scalers alternately, on signals from 
the delayed modulator. Neutrons of the 
given energy scattered with spin-plus are 
counted in Scaler 1, those with spin-minus 
in Scaler 2. As the unwanted contribution 
is statistically distributed between the 
scalers, the difference of the counts 
gives directly the value of the modulated 
magnetic scattering.
Fig. 5. 7
Energy separation in polarized mag­
netic scattering experiments
5.3 Statistical separation and filtering methods
5.3.1 Separation_of_elastically_and_inelastically_scattered_neutrons
In the time-of-flight method for neutron diffraction investigations 
a polyenergetic neutron beam is scattered on the sample and the intensity 
vs time-of-flight spectrum is measured at a fixed angle. The elastic scatter­
ing effect that is to be measured, however, is more or less contaminated by 
inelastic scattering components. In order to eliminate the inelastic contribu­
tion, a new method was designed [5.8] which permits the separate registration
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of inelastically and elastically + inelastically scattered neutrons. The 
schematic set-up and time-diagram of such an experiment is shown in Fig. 5.8.
I neutron beam
chopper 1
/
/
chopperZ
sample
detector inelastic scattering 
only: analyzer t
inelastic r  elastic 
scattering: anal. 2
The Chopper 1 
- Sample - Detector as­
sembly works as a con­
ventional time-of-flight 
spectrometer, while 
Chopper 2, placed close 
before the sample, per­
forms an additional chop 
ping of pseudo-random 
character. At the detec­
tor there are two kinds 
of detection possibili­
ties, according to the 
"projected" pattern of 
the statistical chopper:
Fig. 5.8
Schematic set-up and time diagram of a conventional 
time-of-flight measurement with separation of ine­
lastic /elastic scattering
namely, there are time 
intervals when only ine­
lastically scattered 
neutrons can be detected
/apart from background/
and other intervals with no restriction. By measuring in two separate ways 
/i.e. by constructing two time-or-flight spectra and completing them for 
every time-of-flight value by continuously shifting the second chopper's 
program/ a complete time-of-flight spectrum for the inelastic and another for
the elastic + inelastic scattering can be evaluated. The difference quantity 
between the two spectra is directly related to the desired elastic spectrum.
The generalized theory of bhis method is discussed in [5.8] . The 
influence of the duty cycle /open time fraction/ of the pseudo-random chopper 
pulse shapes of the choppers, etc. are treated there in detail and the rela­
tive statistical error of the measurement is calculated as a function of the 
duty cycle for different spectrum and background parameters. The optimum 
value of the duty cycle is found to be nearly 0.5 in all practical case, 
provided no extreme conditions are present.
A second experimental solution was also devised for this separation 
problem [5.9] which combines the usual statistical chopper time-of-flight 
method [5.l] and the separation process described above. Here, both choppers 
are of a statistical character: a separation process is started at each slit 
of the first chopper and they are linearly superimposed /see Fig. 5.9/.
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Double statistical chopper for simultaneous time-of-flight
measurement and separation of inelastic/elastic scattering
The elastic / not elastic decisions are taken while in the same time suc­
cessive points of the correlogram are calculated at every registrated event 
/i.e. while sorting the detected neutron for different possible time origins 
at the first chopper/. When a certain origin and hence a certain time-of- 
-flight value is taken, the time when the actual value of the second chopper 
must be inspected can be calculated on the basis of the given geometrical 
relations. /The actual value may be read e.g. from a memory containing the 
second chopper's program./ According to this information the event will be 
stored in one of the two separate multichannel memories, so that by system­
atic shifting of the second chopper's program two complete spectra can be 
evaluated.
The introduction of the correlation method at the separation ar­
rangement increases its neutron economy, i.e. in most cases leads to a gain 
in statistical accuracy /or measuring time/ compared to the previous method. 
The gain, however, is always determined by the actual structure of the spec­
trum, just as in the conventional simple correlation method.
5.3.2 Statistical_chopper_for_spectrum_filtering
In neutron scattering experiments based on the correlation time-of- 
-flight method the statistical accuracy of any given spectrum component is 
influenced by the character of all the other parts of the spectrum. When 
small peaks are to be measured and if high peaks could be filtered out, a 
considerable improvement in statistical accuracy could be obtained.
A method has been devised and tested [5.1o] which achieves such a 
filtering by introducing a further pseudo-statistical modulation of the in-
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cident beam and a corresponding on-off control of the detected intensity. 
Fig. 5.10 shows the schematic time-diagram of such an experiment.
modulator 1 
modulator 2 
sample
modulator 2 
t— gate-delayed
— detection
Fig. 5.10
Spectrum filtering by introducing modulator 2 and corres­
ponding gating
Here the two modulations must be independent: x^ serves as a 
normal correlation reference, while is the filtering reference. The
pulses delivered by the detector are gated with a delayed square - wave 
version of the filtering sequence
yi+k 1 yi+k-TQ ' /5.5/
where tq is the time-of-flight value to be filtered. In other words, 
pulses are not taken into the correlation computation when they can have a 
prohibited energy. With other pulses a normal correlation computation is 
performed.
The generalized theory of the method, its statistical efficiency, 
the problems encountered in effectuating it, etc. are discussed in detail 
in ref. [5.10]. Experimental trials have been carried out using a chopper 
of the spin-flipper type, driven by two superimposed pseudo-random sequences, 
for simultaneous correlation and filtering with a modified KORALL-A correla­
tor.
5.4 Correlation time-of-flight spectrometry at pulsed reactors
Recently, a new method was found for the application of correlation 
technique at pulsed neutron sources [5.1l]. It was shown that if a white in­
going neutron beam is used, the entire two-dimensional scattering spectrum 
can be evaluated by correlation-type data-processing. A statistical chopper 
is operated far from the pulsed neutron source so that the neutron beam 
should be spread in time at the chopper site. The chopper is not synchronized 
to the reactor and its transmission function is not sensitive to the neutron
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energy. The sample is located immediately behind the chopper. Scattered neu­
trons are detected after a flight path comparable with the reactor-chopper 
distance. The data obtained is then subjected to two-dimensional analysis 
/time-of-flight calculation with reference to the reactor pulse, and simul­
taneous correlation computation with reference to the statistical chopper/. 
The principle of the method and a simple error analysis are given in ref. 
[5.11] .
In order to check the method some trial measurements have been per­
formed at the IBR-30 pulsed reactor in Dubna. For these experiments 63 x 63 
channels were used, and asynchrony of the chopper with respect to the reactor 
was controlled throughout. The results of a test run measured on a plexiglass 
scatterer are illustrated in Fig. 5.11., which shows the relations between 
incoming and outgoing energy of the scattered neutrons.
Two-dimensional scattering pattern measured with the pulsed
correlation method
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